Download Toyota W55 Transmission Manual
Toyota Cressida W58 6 Cyl 2.8L 1983-88. Toyota Celica W55 4 Cyl 2.4L 1978-85. W55/W56/W58 Toyota 5
speed 1978-1991 Manual Transmission. This transmission has the reverse gears in the 4x4 adapter or ta...Parts
Illustration Toyota W55, W56 and W58 5 Speed Manual Transmission . Below find a parts illustration for the
Toyota W55, W56 and W58 5 speed manual transmission. This Toyota starting in 1985. this transmission has an
cast iron case that is end loaded with an aluminum extension housing.home / all jdm parts / transmissions / jdm
toyota w55 w58 5 spd manual transmission mt 22r 7m 5m used transmission jdm jdm toyota w55 w58 5 spd
manual transmission mt 22r 7m 5m used transmission jdm return to previous page ... used jdm toyota w series 5
speed manual transmission .Toyota W Series Manual Transmissions W50, W52, W55, W56, W58 and W59
Toyota Pickup, Tundra, Tacoma, T100 trucks, Cilica, Corona, Crown, MarkII, Cressida, Lexus and Supra
Rebuilt Manual Transmissions and Parts including bearing rebuild kits, input, main and counter shafts, etc. Ask
about our good used (takeout parts), Buy Factory Direct and Save no hassle 12 month warranty!Toyota 5 speed
W55, W56 and W58 Manual Transmissions Rebuild Kit 1978-91. Toyota Cressida W58 6 Cyl 2.8L 1983-88.
Toyota Celica W55 4 Cyl 2.4L 1978-85. This transmission has the reverse gears in the 4...Toyota W56
Transmission Parts & Rebuild Kits. Toyota's W56 five-speed transmission was a popular unit that came in both
two- and four-wheel drive Toyota vehicles, including the Hilux, 4Runner, T100, Cressida and Crown.jeep ax15
ba10 & toyota r151 l45 l52 w40 w50 w55 w56 w58 w59 transmission rear seal fits 2wd (83503108)•The W55
and W56 manual transmissions are three–shift type, having an input shaft, output shaft and counter gear. Power
is transmitted from the input shaft to the counter gear, and then to the output shaft which is co–axially fitted to
the input shaft. The input shaft and theToyota Motor Corporation's W family is a family of RWD/4WD
transmissions built by Aisin.Physically, these transmissions have much in common (like the bell housing-tobody bolt pattern) with other Aisin-built transmissions, like the Jeep AX-5 and the Toyota G-series.The W55,
W56, W57, W58, and W59 are externally and internally very similar aside from the gear ratios.Transmission
W56A - Toyota 5sp, Manual, 4wd- 22RE. This transmission has been completely rebuilt with all new internal
parts. We back this transmission with an 18 month/ 18,000 mile warranty.Transmissions are sold with exchange
for your old transmission.Marlin Crawler has been rebuilding Toyota transmissions for over 30 years. Through
our vast driving experience and mechanical expertise, we have developed advanced rebuilding techniques that
increase the transmission's durability, longevity, and performance. Our transmissions far exceed Toyota OEM
standards. Because of this, we rebuild high ...Toyota used the W55 series transmission in the 1981-1984 Celica,
the W56 was used in 1984 and later Toyota pickup truck, the W58 was installed in the Supra starting in 1982.
Transmission model W55, W56 and W58 units are shown in the following illustrations:Buy Toyota G52 W55
W56 W58 Transmission Adapter Seal 100274 - Shop for Manual Transmission Seals and Buy Today! Fits
Many Applications.Toyota W55 Transmission Repair Manual Toyota Manual Transmission Overhaul Rebuild
Kit W55 W56 W58 5 Speed 1978- W55 W56 W58 Toyota Transmission Rebuild Kit 5 Speed 1978-91. A
$250.00 core charge will be refunded when the core transmission is returned. Details about Rebuilt Toyota and
Lexus IS300 W45 W50Enjoy great customer service & a quality warranty service. Save when ordering
online.Toyota Pickup 22RE 5sp 2wd Manual Transmission - W55-C. This transmission has been completely
rebuilt with all new internal parts. We back this transmission with an 18 month/ 18,000 mile
warranty.Transmissions are sold with exchange for your old transmission.List of Toyota transmissions. Jump to
navigation Jump to search. Toyota Motor Corporation uses many different transmissions in their products. They
can be divided into different families. ... The C-series is a manual transmission for transverse engine
applications, ... Toyota Transmissions at the Wayback Machine (archived 2009-05-10)Toyota manual
transmissions for rear wheel drive applications are made by Aisin and similar (but not identical) to the AX
series used by Dodge & Jeep and AR5 used by GM & Isuzu. The Toyota models in particular are specialized;
virtually every model is unique and many have sub-variants tailored to specific vehiI have a 1995 Toyota Supra
3.0 twin turbo.. Question: My Supra is a conversion from N/A twins and I still have the stock w58 that came
with the car. I was wondering if it was worth rebuilding this transmission seeing as how I’m putting 400wwhp

to it or should I just upgrade.Find great deals on eBay for toyota w58 transmission and toyota r154 transmission.
Shop with confidence. ... W55 W56 W58 Toyota Transmission Rebuild Kit 5 Speed 1978-91 (BK162WS) C
$145.26; Buy It Now; Free Shipping; ... Toyota Manual Transmission Overhaul Rebuild Kit W55 W56 W58 5
Speed 1978-1991 (Fits: Toyota) C $186.56;Difference between Toyota w55 gearbox and Toyota w58 gearbox?
... Answer . both manual and automatic transmission identifier codes on diesel are different from petrol
versions.. Answer .TOYOTA W55 W56 W58 Celica Supra Manual Transmission Rebuild Kit 5 Spd 1978-91 $128.95. W55/W56/W58 Toyota 5 speed 1978-1991 Manual Transmission BK162WS This transmission has the
reverse gears in the 4x4 adapter or tail housing, not in the case section. This transmission has a 7 bolt front
bearing retainer, a 21mm wide input bearing (HR6307NX or 6307-N) and a cast iron center plate.Toyota Pickup
manual transmissions vary by year, engine, & driveline configuration; most shifters only fit one model and so it
is crucial to know which transmission you have. We have assembled this chart for domestic (USA) Toyota
trucks but it may contain errors; refer to the Vehicle ID tag if possible.Related: r154 transmission supra
transmission w55 transmission r154 w58 bellhousing 2jzgte engine w58 transmission shifter v160 transmission
1jzgte cd009 Refine more FormatYou will need 3 quarts of this stuff since the W55 only takes 2.7 quarts. Fill
the transmission until it drips out fluid. Do not overfill. Here is the guide to changing fluid: Lexus IS 300 - DIY
5 Speed Manual Transmission Fluid Change Q:"I need to replace my clutch, which setup is the best?" A: There
are two good replacement setups for our W55.Local: 786-472-8500 Toll free: 1-800-293-1848 [email protected]
Cobra Transmission 126 E Center Ave Sebring, Florida 33870 USAArticle How to Identify a Toyota Manual
Transmission, Ask the Drivetrain Expert. If problems with Toyota manual transmissions are not correctly
diagnosed it can be very expensive, costing you money and downtime. ... G and W Series Toyota Transmissions
Aluminum Case.W58 MANUAL TRANSMISSION – ASSEMBLY REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
MT1–9. 11. REMOVE CLUTCH RELEASE CYLINDER AND GROUND CABLE (a) Remove the 2 bolts and
clutch release cylinder. Torque: 13 N?m (130 kgf?cm, 9 ft?lbf) (b) Remove the bolt, ground cable and flexible
hose bracket.W50 bellhousings do not fit the W55 gearbox and vice versa. W55 bellhousings do fit the W56,
W57 and W58 gearboxes and vice versa. All W## gearboxes after 1970 had the same output spline as the A##
automatic gearboxes. The following article is taken straight out from: "Performance Build Ups, Volume 9, Issue
1" 18R Toyota Four-Speed:Each Toyota Certified Used Hybrid is covered by an 8-year/100,000-mile Factory
Hybrid Vehicle Battery Warranty, 5 including the HV battery, battery control module, hybrid control module
and inverter with converter. The HV battery may have longer coverage under emissions warranty. Refer to
applicable Owner's Warranty & Maintenance Guide for details.Our Heavy Duty Transmissions have found great
success in areas outside of Rock Crawling from multiple Baja 1000 and SCORE off-road events to many ProAm Drift events in 3RZ-FE, 7M-GTE, 1JZ-GE, 2JZ-GTE, and 1UZ-FE powered race vehicles. Click each
picture for a larger version. Watch as our Heavy Duty R150R 2WD transmission gets"A Real Transmission Transmissions today often have five speeds. Understand a five-speed manual transmission with diagrams of
gear shifts and learn about synchronizers." "Normally what will be call as transmissions is the first question
asked by any person to know furthe." "manual transmission gears diagram"This Toyota W55 W56 W58 5 speed
manual transmission rebuild kit is a complete rebuild kit. You can identify this transmission by the 7 bolt front
bearing retainer, a 21mm wide input bearing (HR6307NX or 6307-N) and a cast iron center plate. This
transmission also has the reverse gears in the 4x4 adapter or tail housing, not in the case section.toyota
transmission g58 r150 r150f w55 w56 service repai toyota transmission g58 r150 pdf The G-series is a 4- and 5speed manual transmission for rear wheel drive and all wheel drive applications, built by Aisin AI and Toyota
Autoparts Philippines. List of Toyota transmissions - WikipediaTRANSMISSION SERVICING - M/T Article
Text 1988 Toyota MR2 ... TOYOTA MANUAL TRANSMISSION APPLICATIONS TABLE ...
TRANSMISSION SERVICING - M/TArticle Text (p. 4)1988 Toyota MR2For Rse 555 Main Street Clarksville
Va 22901 Fig. 2: Checking Shift Lever Preload Courtesy of Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.Toyota boxes don't
seem to have many distinguishable markings on them. The real only way to know is to check the ratios,
especially with the Steel Case box. Some people say that if the sandwich plate on the Alloy Case Supra box is
cast steel then it is a W58 and if it's alloy then its a W57.Re: 5-Speed Transmission Swap for my 85 Toyota 2wd
Pick-up « Reply #7 on: Apr 28, 2006, 09:22:45 AM » You're best options would be to either A: buy whitemans
w55, or B: go to the junk yard and try to find a 5 speed out of a 2wd truck from 84-95 (should be either a w50 or

w55), or find an 82-85 celica and snag the w58.Up for sale is this 130,000 mile 1990 2wd Toyota Pickup Truck
Transmission which comes as pictured with the base plate, clutch fork, throwout bearing, throwout bearing
housing, throwout bearing clip, external slave cylinder, bellhousing.Toyota 5 speed w50 gearbox bearing
removal time laps Stop The Rust. ... Supra W55 W57 W58 shifter to gearbox solid bush ... Replacing Synchros
Toyota Corrolla Manual Transmission Tear Down ...Make your gearbox shift better than new! Installation of
CUBE Speed Supra W55 W57 W58 shifter to gearbox solid bush kit. Kit is available from our website at...The
manual transmission bellhousing kits are designed to replace Toyota 4 cylinder and V6 engines, in '79-'95 trucks
and 4Runners, that have a 5 speed transmission with removable bellhousings only. These adapters require a 153
tooth flywheel.To keep our prices extremely low, we sell our transmissions at a price based on a rebuild able
core being returned to us. This is a temporary deposit that is withheld to ensure that we receive your old
transmission back. The amount of money required for this deposit is stated next to the price for each
transmission.Purchase W55 Manual Transmission Swap Lexus IS300 2jz 1jz Toyota Supra W58 motorcycle in
Shreveport, Louisiana, United States, for US $1,299.00Find great deals on eBay for w58 gearbox and supra 5
speed. Shop with confidence. ... Bellhousing for Toyota 3AGE 4AGE to Toyota Supra W55-W58 Manual 5
speed. AU $700.00 +AU $65.00 postage; 31 watching. Spigot Bush Holden 253, 308, 327, 350 V8 to Toyota
Supra, Celica 5 Speed Gearbox ... TOYOTA 22R To W58 Manual Transmission Bell Housing. AU ...I have
removed the W55 5 speed manual transmission from the 1994 2.4L Toyota pickup (described in the former
question) and wish to inspect the shifter forks. I have removed the clutch housing and backup-light sensor, and
cleaned the outside, and loosened the bolts through the intermediate flange.2JZ-GTE from a Toyota Aristo
($1500 from importers) The transmission of choice is the Aisin AR-5. The transmission was chosen as the V160
from the Supra TT runs over $3000 easily and the W55 and W58 5 speed manuals are glass. The 1JZ Supra's
used a R154 5 Speed transmission which hold up pretty well to over 350 ft-lbs of torque.4×4labs OM617 to
Toyota W56 4cyl 5 speed- $725 Description- Use Toyota 5 speed manual transmissions behind the Mercedes
Benz OM617 5 cylinder diesel engine with our adapter kit. W56 adapter kits contain- •Adapter plate •Re-drilled
stock Toyota flywheel•Crank adapter •Hardware Customer supplies- Toyota starter Toyota clAdvance Adapters
Chevy to Toyota Transmission Adapter Bellhousings. You Have Selected. ... Vertical Navigation Horizontal
Navigation. Product Line / Advance Adapters Chevy to Toyota Transmission Adapter Bellhousings. Remove.
Narrow Your ... Chevy Small Block Engine to Toyota G52/G54/G58/W56 Manual Transmission, Each ...i
originally bought the w55 for a project i was working on involving my toyota 4runner which i stuck a 7mgte
into.it kept breaking g52 transmissions so i tried to setup a divorced transfer case but decided my time and
money would be better spent on a mark2 supra instead.i read about the gear ratios ages ago thats why i bought it
for a 4wd ...

